ZedAI telcon 20100503

From zedwiki

Note: this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=05&day=03&year=2010&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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Present

Markus (scribe), James, Matt, Christian

Regrets

Per

IRC Channel

IRC Address: irc.a11y.org (irc://irc.a11y.org)

Channel: #zedai
Previous Telcon

ZedAI_telcon_20100426

Action Items

New

Brought Along

- spec @James: commit small stuff as multiple commits, and big stuff to list
- spec @Matt: work on remarks
- spec @Markus: work on terminology cleanup page. @Boris help out.
- continuation @Matt add to article, block, p, emph, span
- Matt create compound numbers/numerals bag, with 'result' and 'range' terms. Remove result from the bag it was previously in.
- Markus ask Per re @continuation):
  - all identified elements (IDREF) must appear after the carrying
  - all identified elements must have the same QName as the carrier
- Matt send starting email re biblio, index, glossary to list.
- Markus - ask ViewPlus about the SVG namespace -inject issue [ONGOING @markus]
- Markus: on meta+properties for braille/formatting annotations: summarize to list
- Markus: check with Joel re homonyms in BiD
- ChristianE, remind ChristianW to send suggestion about MathML vs num distinction. (See Issue 133 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=133) )

Agenda/Minutes

Action Item review/update

See #Brought_Along above.

Spec changes, progress update

Spec draft now ready for review by group.

@Markus: announce to list - review welcome until 19th of March. Have to build from source.

Markus: Matt/James - any highlights of outstanding issues? Matt: nothing on my end. James: not me either.

Markus: added some new issue tracker. Agreement to use the main list for all communication.
bibliography, glossary, index

See previous telcon notes and Matt email to list, quoted below:

Perhaps the best way to start this discussion go back to the lists work that Markus, Boris away at last fall. I’ve taken the relevant sections from that page and created a new one:

http://www.daisy.org/zw/ZedAI_Reference_Elements

I’m going to go through and try and clean up the issues that are no longer issues and that doesn’t fit with the elements we discussed this morning. But...

How about we knock these down one at a time and throw the definition list/glossary element...

Going ahead with this plan, these questions spring to my mind from looking at the wiki:

Do we need a list version, as had been under discussion, or use <glossary> wherever a list? Should there be an implicit association of terms and defs within <glossary>, where in all association must be explicit? (The only potential snag being terms that cross-reference where you’d also have to add an @ref.)

Matt: I am for leaving as is. Noting that that our usage is now in line with what docbook does.

Element and attribute renaming

Anything remaining?

The use of <citation> makes <quote> stand out as left behind in the cleanup strategy...

Namespace renaming

It is now or never... motivation: ANSI/NISO uses years as version identifiers; by having years in our namespaces too, confusion arises as soon as they are not the same.

Issue 139 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=139)

Suggested core NS URI: http://www.daisy.org/ns/auth/

James: the only objection is that the URI is generic. Suggest: http://www.daisy.org/ns/z3986/authoring/

Decision to go for http://www.daisy.org/ns/z3986/authoring/

@Markus do this on the SVN

Public Release Preparations
Final telcon to introduce major changes is May 3 - this con
Any non-resolved proposed additions remaining after the May 3 call be deferred.
Initial May weeks consists of schema testing, minor bugfixing, doc updates and public wiki information page authoring
Release announced Friday 21st of May.

Work items from now til 21st of May

- Review of schemas (ideally through sample document production)
- Review of specification
- Review of primer
- Review of profile resource directories
- Review of feature resource directories
- Additional shortsamples and longdescs to schemadoc [@markus]
- Sample Documents (linked from Wiki), at least one per profile and feature
- Start of end user oriented wiki pages at the zednext wiki, initially set up as a simple FAQ, including:
  - zedai for dtbook connoisseurs (going through major differences)
  - list of sample documents (linking to SVN, at least initially)
- Cleanup of outdated intro docs on zednext wiki [@markus]
- revive a forum for bugreports/questions from the community re zedai [@markus]

Markus: send announcement to list asking for input.

Keep primer as standalone document. James: written from a document creator POV.

Markus: create end user portal page on zednext wiki.

James: a lot of these end user documents, might be good to wait and see what the questions are. Perhaps a simple FAQ.

James: some kind of a pipeline converter from DTBook to ZedAI could be really good to help answer peoples questions.

Boris: contributions page: online validation, documentation, Oxygen Author Mode, CSS

Next call

May 10
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